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CARROLL
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December 31, 1999
PLEASE
THIS IN THE ONLY REPORT YOU WILL RECEIVE.

PLEASE SAVE AND BRING TO TOWN MEETING.

Town of Carroll
Independent Auditor's Report

Our

audit

of the

was made

Town

for the purpose of forming an opinion

on the general purpose

financial statements

of Carroll taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed

and are not a
Such information has

as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis

required part of the general purpose financial statements of the

been subjected

Town

of Carroll.

to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general

and, in our opinion,

is

fairly

presented in

all

purpose financial statements

material respects in relation to the general purpose financial

statements taken as a whole.

Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated February 9,
2000 on our consideration of the Town of Carroll's internal control over financial reporting and our tests
of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts and grants.
In accordance with

February

9,
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This 1999

Town Report is Dedicated to

Kimberly A, Hallquist
Citizen - Friend
Kim Hallquist served the town for thirteen years as the Administrative
Kim was a great asset to the Town of Carroll
with her knowledge, and courtesy towards others. Kim has gone on to

Assistant to Selectman.

study law

and we

all

wish her the best of luck in her future endeavors.

To you, Kim Hallquist, we the Citizens of Carroll, Twin Mountain offer
our sincere gratitude and thanks for a job WELL DONE!

BEST OF LUCK!

Town

of Carroll

Hours and Phone Numbers

Office

Office of Selectmen: 846-5754

Hours:

Monday

-

Friday 8:00

AM

-

PM

3:00

Selectmen's Meetings:

Monday Night

at

7:00PM

Town Clerk & Tax
Hours:

Monday

9:00

Tuesday

-

in the Cafeteria

Collector: 846-5494

AM

PM 8:00 PM
9:00 AM 3:00 PM
&

Noon

-

Thursday:

6:00

-

-

Library: 846-5818

Monday

Hours:

Saturday

6:30
1

PM

0:00

-

8:30

PM; Wednesday

1

:00

PM - 4:00 PM &

AM - 4:00 PM

Landfill:

Hours: Jan.

May: Monday

-

& Thursday:

Saturday 9:00

June

-

December: Monday

AM

1 1

-

4:00

Sunday Hours: Memorial Day

first

Board of Adjustment: Meets on

-

4:00

PM and

PM
-

5:00

PM

-

-

Columbus Day: Noon

Residency Decal Required for admission

Planning Board: Meets on the

AM

& Thursday: Noon
AM 5:00 PM

Saturday 9:00
Special

:00

to facility - see

-

2:00

PM

Town Clerk

Thursday of each month

at

7:00

PM

the second Thursday of each month, if they have

a case before them, at 7:30

PM

HighwayAVater Department: 846-5735
to reach

over the radio

call Foster's at

846-2283

Police Department: 846-2200

Emergency:

Fire Department: 846-5545

State of

NH

dial 911

Motor Vehicle Substation: 846-2228
Town

Offices are closed on legal holidays

Notices of Special Meetings and other public information
will be posted on the Bulletin Boards at the Fire Station

and at

the

Town Hall

as needed.

Carroll

Town

BOARD OF SELECTMEN
William Wright,

2001

Chairman
G.

Mark Clark

Frederick Hollis

Officers 1999

HEALTH OFFICER
William

J.

Wright

(Replaced William R. Harris)

2002
2000

OVERSEER OF POOR
William

J.

Wright

SELECTMEN'S OFFICE
Vicki Brodeur, Administrative

LIBRARIAN

Assistant

Mary-Lew Chevalier
(Replaced Thelma Monahan)

(Replaced Kimberly Hallquist)
Katelyn Parker, Secretary

(Replaced Jean Goodney)

(Replaced Marcia Rouillard)

DEPT. OF PUBLIC

TOWN CLERK i& TAX
COLLECTOR
Louise Staples

WORKS
Gene Cormier, Supervisor

2000

Keith Miller, Laborer
Landfill Attn.

DEPUTY TOWN CLERK &
TAX COLLECTOR

Irvan Johnson,Landfill Attn.

Leslie Marshall

POLICE DEPT.

TREASURER
Charlene

John Gardiner, Chief

McGee 2000

William Smalley, Cpl.

(Replaced Vicki Brodeur)

Dana

(Replaced Diane Harris)

Andrea Fedele, Officer
Jeff Duncan, John Wolf,

LIBRARY TRUSTEES
C. Sue

F. Pierce,

Officer

Specials

McQuenney 2000

(Replaced Pat Martin)

Bea Piccolo

2000

(Replaced Molly White)
Pat Strasser

2000

(Replaced Mary Tetreau)

FIRE DEPT.
Marc Brodeur, Chief
(Replaced Robert Stalaboin)

Edward
Edward

SUPERVISORS OF CHECKLIST
Eleanor Brauns

Edwina Berry
Patricia Martin

2003
2000
2002

Daniels, Asst. Chief-Fire

(Replaced Marc Brodeur)
Daniels,

Chief-EMS

(Replaced William R. Harris)

MODERATOR
Owen "Mac" McQuenney 2000
(Replaced Mary Tetreau)

TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Doris Luebke

2000

Michelle Cormier

2001

Karen Horsch

2002

Emergency Medical Service
Tim McCole
Sean Moran

Theresa Armstrong

Marc Brodeur
Ray Chaput
Edward Daniels
Jeff Duncan

Jason Parker

Roy Ramsdell
Andrea Roy

John Foster

Kelly Shaheen

Bob

Michael Shaheen

Harris

Ray Horsch III
Ben Jellison

Robert Stalaboin

Guy

Franz Szakmary

William Smalley

Jubinville

Toni Werner

OFFICE OF EMERGENCY

RECREATION COMMITTEE
Jackie

MANAGEMENT

Gameau

Fred Hollis, Director

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Frank Caruso, Chairman

PLANNING BOARD

Daniel Luebke

Charles Ricardi, Chairman

Michelle Cormier

Herb McGee
Ray Horsch II

Robert Waterhouse

G. Ernest Temple

Marilyn

Andrea Roy
Lee Hallquist

Bill

Jay Ouellette

Gameau

Vecchio

Vicki Brodeur, Secretary

Paul Cormier, Selectman

Linda Dowling, Secretary
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WARRANT
TOWN OF CARROLL
To

Town

the Inhabitants of the

of Carroll, in the County of Coos and the State of New

Hampshire, qualified to vote in town

affairs:

FIRST SESSION

You are hereby notified to meet for the First (Deliberative) Session of the annual meeting, at the
Town Hall, Twin Mountain in said Tovm of Carroll, on Wednesday the 9th day of February 2000
at

7:00

PM. The

First (Deliberative) Session will consist

of explanation, discussion, and debate

of each of the following warrant articles, and will afford those voters who are present the
opportunity to propose, debate and adopt amendments to each warrant article, except those
articles

whose wording

is

prescribed by state law.

SECOND SESSION
You

are also notified to

officers

by

been amended
14""

may

meet

for the

Second Session of the annual town meeting,

and

to vote

by

official ballot

at the First Session, to

day of March 2000

I.

be held

at the

PM)

to act

Town

Elect the necessary

Zoning Ordinance

to

Distribution units."

Hall,

town

may have

Twin Mountain on Tuesday
open

at

10:00

the

AM and

Officers.

amendments

be amended to read "

retail

Section 303.3 of the Carroll

to

business and incidental storage and

(RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD)

Article 3. Are you in favor of the adoption of the

n.

Town

to elect

articles as they

on the following:

Article 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of the

Carroll

on the warrant

at ten o'clock in the forenoon (the polls are to be

not close prior to 6:00

Article

official ballot

amendment

Zoning Ordinance to add under,
Storage Facilities - Personal

Section 303.3 of the

to

" allowed only

by Special Exception:"

(RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD)

Article 4.

Are you in favor of the adoption of the amendment
To add Section 407, Telecommunications-Towers:

to the Carroll

(RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD)

Zoning Ordinance

Article 5.

Town raise

Shall the

and appropriate as an operating budget, not including

appropriations by special warrant articles, and other appropriations voted separately,
the

amounts

first

on

set forth

amended by vote of the
$749,290 (Seven Hundred FortyHundred- Ninety Dollars)? Should this article defeated; the
the budget posted with the warrant or as

session, for the purpose set forth therein, totaling

Two

nine thousand and

operating budget shall be $768,587(Seven Hundred Sixty-eight Thousand Five Hundred

Eighty -seven Dollars) which
previous action of the

Town

is

the

same

as last year, with certain adjustments

RSA 40:13, X

meeting, in accordance with

by
body may hold one special
and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised

or by law or the governing

operating budget only.

The Selectmen recommend

Article 6.

To

see

if

the

Town

navigational facility
is

this appropriation.

will vote to

known

as the

exempt from taxation

Twin Mountain

public use without charge and the

available for

Aeronautics Commission that the

facility is

for the year 2000, the air

Airport, providing such facility

owner holds a

certificate

from the

NH

necessary for the maintenance of an effective

Airway system. The property to be exempt from taxation shall include the surfaces,
maintained and available for take off, landing, open air parking of any aircraft and any
Navigation or communication

facility

Public use without charge pursuant to

Article

7.

To

see if the

Town

and any passenger terminal building available

RSA

will vote to raise

and appropriate the following

placed in the Capital Reserve Funds (CRF) as
Police Cruiser

for

72:38 as inserted by 1963 79:2.

sums

to

be

listed:

CRF: $8,000

&

Equipment CRF: $10,000
Highway Equipment CRF: $10,000
Pickup Truck CRF: $5,000
Emergency Van CRF: $5,000
Fire

Truck

Land

&

The Selectmen recommend
This appropriation

Article

8.

To

is in

Town

CRF: $30,000
CRF: $30,000

Buildings

Landfill Closure

the appropriations as listed.

addition to warrant article

number

5,

the operating budget article.

improvements to
town specifications at the time work
progresses on Route 302. Since no town bond was posted for Blueberry Hill Road
see if the

Route 302

will authorize the appointed state contractor for

to bring Blueberry Hill

up

to

and over the past thirteen years, we have collectively paid taxes totaling
approximately $ 200,000

we would request splitting the cost equitably among the
we would request that the town split the cost

Blueberry Hill taxpayers. Further,
equitably
bill.

among

the Blueberry Hill taxpayers and collect this through the property tax

ARTICLE BY PETITION

-9-

To

Article 9.

town

see if the

Route 302

the time of approved state

Article 10.

To

improvements to
on Route 302 in the vicinity of Blueberry Hill at
construction on Route 302. ARTICLE BY PETITION

will authorize the appointed state contractor for

to install a water hydrant

see if the

Town will

vote to raise and appropriate the

sum of $20,000 (Twenty

Thousand Dollars) for the purpose of purchasing equipment and construction of a
facility and costs associated with construction such as but not limited to site work
and design for the future recycling/transfer facility. Any unexpended funds as of
December 31, 2000 are to be encumbered for allocation to the Transfer Station Trust
Fund at the next annual Town meeting. And further, to create an expendable trust
fund to be known as the Transfer Station Trust Fund and to raise and appropriate the
sum of $ 20,000 for deposit in such a fund: the source of this second amount is funds
unexpended and encumbered at the end of 1999 as a result of the voters' approval of
a similar article (Article 1 1) at the 1999 town meeting. And further to name the
Board of Selectmen as agents of the fund.
This appropriation is in addition to warrant article number 5, the operating budget
article. The Selectmen recommend the appropriations as listed.
Article 11.

To

see if the

Town

and appropriate the sum of Fifteen Thousand

will vote to raise

Dollars ($15,000) for the purchase of wood chipper and to authorize the withdrawal

of $15,000 from the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. The Selectmen

recommend

this appropriation.

This appropriation

Article 12.

To

see if the

is in

Town

addition to warrant article

will vote to raise

Dollars ($5,000) to be paid to the

number

5,

and appropriate the

the operating budget.

sum of Five Thousand

Twin Mountain Chamber of Commerce. These

funds to be used for the operation of the Information Booth and promoting the

of Carroll. The Selectmen recommend
This appropriation

is in

Town

this appropriation.

addition to warrant article

number

5,

the operating budget

article.

Article 13.

To

see if the

($800) and to

and appropriate the sum of Eight Hundred
turn over such monies to the Tri-County Community Action Program.

Town

will vote to raise

The Selectmen recommend
This appropriation

is

this appropriation.

in addition to warrant article

number

5,

the operating budget

article.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred
Twelve Dollars ($212) and to turn over such monies to the Greater White Mountain
Chapter of the American Red Cross for support of local American Red Cross services.
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
This appropriation is in addition to warrant article number 5, the operating budget

Article 14.

article.

10-

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand
Two Hundred Ninety Dollars ($1,290) and to turn over such monies to the North
Country Home Health Agency, Inc. for the support of their services. The Selectmen

Article 15.

recommend

this appropriation.

This appropriation

number

in addition to warrant article

is

the operating budget

5,

article.

Article 16.

To

see if the

Town

and appropriate

will vote to raise

sum of One Thousand

the

Dollars ($1,000) and to turn over such monies to the Littleton Hospital in recognition

of the assistance provided by the Hospital

uncompensated services provided

recommend

to the

to residents

Town's E.M.T.'s and

who

are unable to pay.

also for the

The Selectmen

this appropriation.

This appropriation

is in

addition to warrant article

number

5,

the operating budget

article.

Article 17.

To

see if the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of Three Hundred

Sixteen Dollars ($316) and to turn over such monies to the Hospice of Littleton for
support of their services to the community. The Selectmen
appropriation. This appropriation

operating budget

Article 18,

To

see if the

is

recommend this
number 5, the

in addition to warrant article

article.

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of Nine Hundred Four

Dollars ($904) and to turn over such monies to the White Mountain Mental Health

Developmental Services. The Selectmen recommend
This appropriation

is

in addition to warrant article

&

this appropriation.

number

5, the

operating budget

article.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Five
Hundred Dollars ($1,500) and to turn over such monies to the Caleb Group for support
of their services to the Community. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.

Article 19.

This appropriation

is

in addition to warrant article

number

5,

the operating budget

article.

Article 20.

To

see if the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred

Sixty-four Dollars ($264) and to turn over such monies to the White Mountain Regional

Airport Authority as the Town's share of the Operating Budget for the current fiscal
year.

The Selectmen recommend

This appropriation

is in

this appropriation.

addition to warrant article

number

5, the

operating budget

article.

Article 21.

To

see if the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of Five Hundered

Eighty Four Dollars ($584) and turn over such monies to the North Countr>' Council
for

hazardous waste collection. The Selectmen recommend

This appropriation

is in

addition to warrant article

-11-

number

this appropriation.

5.

the operating budget

article,

To

Article 22.

see if the

Town will

vote to rescind the vote of March 14, 1978 regarding the

adoption of the Provisions of the Municipal Budget Law.

(Recommended by

the

Selectman)

Article 23. Shall

Town

we

rescind the provisions of RSA 40:13

of Carroll on March

used for voting on

all

ARTICLE BY
To

Article 24.

as SB2), as adopted

by the

no longer be

questions, but only for the election of officers and certain

which the

other questions for

(known

10, 1998, so that the official ballot will

official ballot is required

by

state

law

PETITION.

see if the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of One Hundred

Town Hall up to ADA Handicap
Compliance Law; $25,000 to come from 2000 budget and to authorize the withdrawal of
$89,000 from the the Land and Building Capital Reserve Fund. The Selectmen

Fourteen Thousand Dollars ($1 14,000) to bring the

recommend

this appropriation.

This appropriation

is

in addition to warrant article

number

5,

the operating budget

article.

To

Article 25.

Tovm

see if the

Town

will vote to

change the way the

Clerk/Tax Collector. Instead of the

Town

Town

of Carroll pays the

Clerk being paid the towns

portion of her present salary of $9,944.48 and the balance from fees collected,
the position will be a salaried position (this year's budget of $ 28,400).

The

by the Selectmen. There would be a high and low range for
the position and the performance of the person in the poshion would be reviewed

would be

salary

set

yearly. This appropriation

is

not in addition to warrant article

number

5, the

operating

budget.

To

Article 26.

see if the

Town

will vote to appropriate the

sum of Two Thousand

Dollars

($2,000) for the purpose of setting up a 40 IK Savings Program for the

Town

employees. The Selectmen recommend

This appropriation

is in

this appropriation.

addition to warrant article

5,

the operating budget

article.

Article 27.

To

see if the

Town

will vote to raise

Thirty-Three Thousand

and appropriate the sum of One Hundred

Dollars ($133,000) from the Water Department Enterprise fund

the purpose of replacing and extending the water
will be a non-lapsing appropriation per

RSA

main on Rte 302 West. This

32;7,VI and will not lapse until the

Water line in completed or by December 31, 2001, whichever
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
This appropriation

Article 28.

To

is

in addition to

warrant article

transact any other business that

may

-12-

legally

5, the

come

is

sooner.

The

operating budget

article.

before this meeting.

Given under our hands and

seal this Thirty- first

Day of January 2000.
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(Items lA, B,

LXT"?6^^

&

D)-List

&

(include wells, scptics

BUILDINGS

(Items 2A,

VALLTE OF LA>fD

1.

A. Cunrnt Use
B.

(

B

&

ONLY

-

C)-List

NUMBER

improved and unimproved land

all

paving)

all

Exclude Amount Listed

in

Items

3A 3B &

Conservation Restriction Assessment (At Currtnt Use Values)

of Taxable Land (A, B,

Jix Exempt

C

&

& Non-Taxable (S

D)

618,610

3101.27

19,149,100

1615.45

10,159,700

14156.63

29.927,410

17935.53

17,105 ,500

VALUE OF BUILDINGS ONLY - Exclude Amount Listed on

!2.

Items 3A,

3B

xxxxxxxxxx

&4

B. Manufactured Housing as defined in

RSA

642,700

674:31

C. Commercial/Industrial

D. Total of Taxable Buildings (A.

E.

Tax Exempt

B

&

29,157,500
81 ,099,400

C)

& Non-Taxable (S

xxxxxxxxxx

PUBLIC UTILITIES

A. Public Utilities ('Grand Totjl of Section
B.

Public UtilitiesC 'Total of Section

Mature

4.

Wood

A

B From

5.

VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS

6.

Improvements

8.

Summary on Pa ge

Utility

Summary o n Paee

948,400

3)

199,600

3)

(Total of IE. 2D.

Persons with Disabilities

3A,3B. 4)

1

(Number

)

$

School Dining/Dormitory/Kilchen Exemption
RSA 72:23 fV (Up to Standard Exemption SI 50.000)

(Number

)

$

Water/Air Pollution Control Exemption

(Number

RSA
7.

From
Utility

and Timber (RSA 79:5)

to Assist

12,

174,810

72:37-a

J

)

RSA72:12-a
9.

MODIFIED ASSESSED VALUATION OF ALL PROPERTIES

10.

Blind Exemption

1.

1

(Number

72:39. 72:43-b. 72:43-f

&

1

5.

I-

13.

19.

:0

6-i

112,174,810

$

)

15)$

440,000

72:43-h

(Number

$

)

72:37-b

Woodheaiing Energy Systems Exemption

U. Solar Energy Systems Exemption
15.

(Item 5 minus

(Number

Disabled Exemption

RSA
13.

72:37

Elderly Exemption

RSA
12.

RSA

RSA

XXXXXXXXXX

51,299,200

a: Residential

3.

For Use By
of Revenue
(Prior Year

Dept

(RSA 79-B)

D. Commercial/Industrial

F.

VALUATION

At Current Use Values) (RSA 79-A)

C. Residential

E. Total

ASSESSED

1A.-1.F.

9439.91

4

,

1999

OF ACRES

buildings

RSA

72:70

72:62

(Number
(Number

Wind Powered Energy Systems E.xemption RSA 72:66
(Number
Additional School Dining/Dormitory/Kitchen
Exemption

TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT OF EXEMPTIONS

(Number

(Total

2

)

$

)

$

)

$

)

2

,600

2,600

$

442,600

of Items 10 thru 16)

NET VALUATION ON WHICH THE TAX RATE FOR MUNICIPAL
COUNTY & LO CAL EDUCATION TAX IS COMPLTED (Item 9 minus

17)

HI

Less Public Utilities (Item 3A)

,732, 210

948,400

NET VALUATION WITHOLT UTILITIES ON WHICH TAX R.\TE FOR
STATE
F-ntTATioN TAv
roMPrrrn
t»:

-18-

11

1 ,7

8 3

,

8

1

XXXXXXXXXX

1999

TAX RATE CALCULATION

Department of Revenue Administration
Municipal Services Division

Concord,

NH 03302-1 122

Town of Carroll

Net County Appropriation

Approved County Tax
County Tax Rate

376,533
376,533

Effort

3.37

Combined Tax Rate

20.57

1999 Tax Rate Continued

— Commitment Analysis —
Total Property Taxes Assessed

War

Less:

2,293,077

<7,900>

Service Credits

Total Property

Tax Commitment

2,285,177

Proof of Rate

Tax Rate

Net Assessed Valuation
State Education

Tax

All Other Taxes

Assessment

110,783,810

5.54

613,979

111,732,210

15.03

1,679,098

2,293,077

1

Treasurer:

Town

Clerk:

62,000
10,000

999 Bond Requirement

Tax

Collector:

Trustee of Trust Funds:

-20-

59,000

67,000

RESULTS FOR

1999 ELECTIONS

Selectman (Tliree Year Tenn)

Candidates:

79
O.MaxkClaik 149
DonaldP Wilson 10

VinDentKanD

Selectman (One Year Tenn)

74

MarcP.Tetreau

134

Frederick Mollis

35

Claire Oritzer

Treasurer (One Year Tenn)

ViddBiodeur
178
Martha Woolhouse 62
Nfoderator (One Year Tenn)

20

MfuyTetreau
Oeoige Brodeur

RayChaput

15

14

Ltbiaiy Trustee (One Year Tenn)

SueMcQueeoey

212

Library Tnistee (Three Year Tenn)

MaiyTetreau

201

Tnistee of Trust Funds (Three Year Tenn)

Articles:

Articles

KarenHorsch

25

LoriHogan

21

can be found in the First Session Meeting Nfinutes» results ofeadi are as

ftdlows:

173

Article 5

Yes
Yes
Yon
Yes

6

Yes

193

Article

2

Articles
Atttolo4

Article

134
188
156

No
No
Ho
No
No

70 Passed
111

Passed

55 Passed
92 Passed

42 Passed

-21

Amended Article?:
Articles:

Artide9:
Article 10:

Article 11:

Amended Article

12:

Article 13

Article

14

Article 15
Article 16
Article 17

Amended Article

18:

Article 19:

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Req)ectful]y submitted by:

Louise

M

Staples

TownCkik

-22-

186
139
179

192

207

210
218
210
209
196
169
181

184

No 47 Passed
No 99 Passed
No 57 Passed
No 40 Passed
No 25 Passed
No 33 Passed
No 26 Passed
No 34 Passed
No 35 Passed
No 47 Passed
No 70 Passed
No 63 Passed
No 47 Passed

Schedule of Town Property

1999

1.

Town

2.

-

1

18.90 acres

-

57,600

206/23

130,000

& Water Lake Road
& Wells
land & buildings

206/28

144,800

Lake Road

418/24

9,300

410/10

47,900

206/17

218,400

207/6

39,100

1

04 Route 3 North

& building

-

land only

Straw Cemetery
3.10 acres

7.

204/21

305 Parker Road

& building

Recreation Area
8.60 acres

6.

$73,200

Recreation Area

Pump House

5.

Rd

203/19

land

land

-

Straw

Town

-

land

Route

-

& building

Rosebrook Cemetery

9.

Land abutting Town Hall
-

North

92 School Street

land

8.

7.5 acres

3

& building

Hall

.88 acre

Assessed Value

land only

Police/Fire Station
.52 acre

4.

-

Highway Garage
4.6 acres

3.

New

Transfer Station

82 acres

Map/Lot

Location

Description

Route 302 West
School Road

land only

-23-

206/18

28,900

0^

OS

06

00

m

OS
od

0^

as

ON
ON
On

.2
a.

On

00
ON

to

4>

U

o
V
S

t3

(75

61)

On

S
W
Q

00
ON
ON

Town Clerk Report

Issued

of Activity for 1999

Vital Statistics

January

1,

1999- December 31, 1999

MARRIAGES
DATE GROOM

LONG TERM DEBT
Water

Project:

CASH RECEIPTS
December 31, 1999

SELECTMEN'S OFFICE
1999 Water Rent

$

1
1

998&99 Yield Tax
998&99 Yield Tax

1

5,75 1 .07

& Int.

161.95

Water Rent & Int.
Tax Collector Misc.

2,010.68
9,

TOTAL

1

72.09

$2,139022.47

TOWN CLERK
Motor Vehicle Permits

99,347.00

Marriage Licenses

456.00

Dog

389.50

Licenses

Dump

57.50

Decals

10.00

Filing Fees

Less Fees

(117.50)

TOTAL

$

100,142.50

TREASURER
Interest

on Deposits

2,803.59

TOTAL

Total Deposited

$

all

2,803.59

Departments

-31-

$ 2,448,250.85

1999 Appropriations

General Government
Executive

& Expenses

Postage

Board of Adjustment
1999 Appropriation

Other General Government

1

999 Appropriation

Mutual Aid

Clothing

7

Clerical

1,360

Contract Labor

4,204

Overtime

1,491

Water Supplies

2,501

Telephone

200
693

Electricity

14,029

Postage

Propane

1,078

Audit
Generator Service Con.

Equipment Repairs
Meter Software Support
Chemicals
Water Samples
Licenses

4,2 1

680
897
1,444

& Fees

200
3,701

Miscellaneous

$39,669

1999 Expenditure

Welfare
$5,000

1999 Appropriation

$3,879

1999 Expenditure
Recreation Department

1

$11,810

999 Appropriation
6,870

Counselors

624
434

Telephone

Equipment
Parties

187

Ski Program

525
$8,640

1999 Expenditure

Library

1

$6,200

999 Appropriation
3,273

Librarian Salary

500

Telephone

Books

& Materials

2,200
$5,973

1999 Expenditure
Patriotic Purposes

$200

1999 Appropriation

232

Memorial Day
-38-

1

999 Expenditure

$232

Debt Service
1

999 Appropriation

$62,819

Long Term Notes
Long Term Notes

Principal

23,972

Interest

33,823

1

999 Expenditure

$57,795

Total 1999 Appropriations

$768,587

Total 1999 Expenditures

$690,324

Carryovers:
Advertisements

86.40

234.50

Janitorial

State of

NH

367.79

Telephone

145.55

Others

427.72

School Payments:

982,566.00

Payments

377,437.50

to

State/County

Refunds:

8,978.50

Water Project

328.00

Twin Mountain possibly
in

foreground on

building

still

right,

stands.

{Photo courtesy

in the 30's.

View shows Rosebrook

Inn,

now

Foster's. CaiToll Inn

with old railroad station behind. Besides Foster's, only one other

Can you

find

it?

TM-BW Historical

Society

&

-39-

Phil Bell Collection)

Warrant
Payments

to Capital

Articles

1999

Reserve Accounts

Plodzik

& Sanderson

Professional Association/Accountants
193 North Main Street

Concord

«

«

New Hampshire

»

03301-5063

&
»

Auditors

603-225-6996

«

FAX-224-1380

INDEPENDENT A UDITOR 'S REPORT
To

the

Members of the

Board of Selectmen

Town

of Carroll

Carroll,

We

New

Hampshire

have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the

and for the year ended December 31, 1999 as

listed in the table

financial statements are the responsibility of the

Town's management. Our

of contents.

an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our

We

conducted our audit

in

Town

of Carroll as of

These general purpose

responsibility

is

to express

audit.

accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and the standards

applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller

General of the United States.

Those standards require

that

we

plan and perform the audit to obtain

An

reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.

audit

includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements.

An

audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates

made by management,

as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.

We believe that

our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of
Carroll has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded
in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect

on

the financial statements of the omission described in the

preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present
material respects, the financial position of the

of

its

operations and the cash flows of

its

Town

fairly, in all

of Carroll as of December 31, 1999, and the results

nonexpendable

ended

trust funds for the year then

in

conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

The Unaudited Supplementary Information presented
statements but

We

is

is

not a required part of the basic financial

supplementary information required by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board.

have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of inquiries of management

regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the supplementary information.

However,

we do

not provide

we

did not audit the information and do not express an opinion on

assurance that the

Town

2000 remediation

efforts will

of Carroll

is

or will

it.

In addition,

become year 2000 compliant,

the

Town

of Carroll's year

be successful in whole or in part, or that parties with which the

Carroll does business are or will

become year 2000 compliant.
-1-

Town

of

Town of Carroll
Independent Auditor's Report

Our

audit

of the

was made

Town

for the purpose of forming

an opinion on the general purpose financial statements

of Carroll taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed

as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis

required part of the general purpose financial statements of the

been subjected

Town

of Carroll.

to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general

and, in our opinion,

is fairly

presented in

all

and are not a
Such information has

purpose financial statements

material respects in relation to the general purpose financial

statements taken as a whole.

In accordance with Government Auditing Standards,

2000 on our consideration of the Town of Carroll's
of

its

we have

also issued our report dated February 9,

internal control over financial reporting

and our

tests

compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts and grants.

i^-rr^-^^SS^^

.

MEEITNO MINUTES

TOWN OF CARROLL
FIRST SESSION/ANNUAL MEETING

FEBRUARY 9. 2000
Mcxknstor Mac McQueoiqr called the fiirt session ctf the amn^

to order at 7:00

FM with the pledge of allegiance to the flag and a moment of silence in memoiy of the loss of
membera c^the oommunity with special mentioa c^Thehna Mbnahan, our Librarian. K^.
McQueeney explainod the process of the first and second sessions and announced that this first
session was for explanation, discussion and debate on the warrant articles with no final vote
taken until the second session on Mardi 14,2000 at the polls to vote by official ballot The
polls will be open fix)m 10:00
aikl will close at 6:00 FM. Moderator MoQueeney explained

AM

the rules of the meeting.

Nfr.

McQueeney introduced the

Selectmoi: William Wright,

Supervisors of the Cheddist: Eleanor Biauns,

Doris Lu^)kB, Robota

Article

1.

Maxk Claik and Fred Hollis.

Edwina Beny and Patricia Martin:

Ballot Cloks:

McOee and Fran Scale.

Elect the necessary

Town Officers.

Moderator McQueeney announced the candidates

^^lio are

running for ofBce on the

Tcnn
Fredmdc Hollis
Vincent Kane

Selectman: Three Year

Town Clok/Tax Collector:
Louise

l^easurer

M

Three Year Term

Stiqples

One Year Tom
Doris T.Lud^e

Mbdoator One Year Term
''Mac" McQueeney
Library Trustee; Three Year Term
Claire B.Oritzer

Lionttv Afwtoo! C/hd z obt xomt

Open Position

official ballot

Supervisor of Chocklist: Six Year

Tenn

Edwina I. Beny
Trustee (^Trust Funds: Tluee Year

Doris

Article 2.

Tenn

TXueUce

Are you in &vor of the adoption of the ameodments to Section 303.3 of the Carroll

Zoning OrdinaDce to be amended to read '"r^ail business and incidental storage and
Distribution units.'* (RECOMMENDED BY THDE PLANNINO BOARD)

Ri^ Horsdu Planning Board Mennber. exp]tdaod that this would restrict storage units to
porsonal businesses.

Article 3.

Are you in fiivor c^the adoption c^the amendment to Section 303.3 of the Carroll
Zoning Ordinance to add under, ''allowed only by Special Exsxptioa."
n. Storage Facilities -

Personal

(RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNINO BOARD)
Rsy Horsdi e]q>lained this would allow
Article 4.

storage units for personal use.

Are you in &vor oiiho adoption of the amendment to the Carroll Zoning Ordinance
to add Section 407, Telecommunications-Towers:

(RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD)
Ray Horsdi e^q^ained that this would give the town some conlzol ovor towers and wboe in
town they would be allowed.
Article 5.

Shall the

Town raise and apprc^xiate as an opoating budget, not including

i^)propriations

by special warrant articles,

S^Mrately, the amounts

aiKl other a[^)ropriations

voted

sd forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as

amended by vote of the first sessim, for the purpose set forth thonein, totaling
$749,290. (Seven Hundred Forty-nine thousand and Two Hundred-Ninety
Dollars? Should this article be defeated; the operating

budg^ shall be

$768,587 (Seven Hundred Sixty-eight Thousand Five Hundred Eighty-seven
Dollars)

^^di is the same as last year, with certain adjustmoits by previous

action of the

Town or by law or

the

governing Ixxfy may hold one special

X and XVI, to take iq> the issue of a
The Selectmen recommend this ^}propriation.

meeting, in accordance with RSA 40: 13,
revised operating budget only.

Nfotion for Article 5 to be placed on the official ballot was made by Bill Wright seconded by
Mark Clark. Selectman Bill Wright made a motion to axoead Article S, seconded by Mark Clark

Nfr.

Wright eoqplaiiiBd that the ocigmal

article

did iKyt have the

insur^^

hydrant fees, hisunmoe: $59,868.00 Hydrant fees: $15,000.00

Amended Article 5:

Shall the

Town raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including

Appropriations by special

wanant articles, and other appropriations voted

SqMTBtefy, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or

As a«iwvi«vi by vote of the first session, for the purpose set forth therein,
TotaUng $822,158.00 (Eight Hundred-Twenty-Two Tliousand-Qne Himd-

Red and Fi%-Eight Ddlars.)

S9iould this article

be defeated; the operating

Budget shall be $768,587 (Seven Hundred-Sixty Eight Thousand-Five
Hurxfaed and Eighty-Seven Ddlars) vAikh. is the same as last year, with
Certain adjustments by previous action of the

Town or by law or the

(3ovBniing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA
40: 13,X and

XVI, to take i^ the issue (tf^a revised operating budget onfy.

was made by Bill Wright, seconded by Mark Clark.
Amended Article 5 passed as read by voice vote of the town and Moderator McQueeoey stated
that Amended Article 5 would be placed on the ofBdal ballot
Nfotion to accqpt Anicnded Article 5

Article 6.

To see if the Town will vote to exenqpt from taxation for the year 2(XX), the air
Twin Mountain Airport, providing sudi fecihty

navigational facility known as the
is

available for

public use without charge and the

NH Aeronautics Commission tfiat the

fiuality is

owner holds a certificate from the

necessary for the maintenance rf

an effective airway system. The property to be exenqjt from taxation shall include
mirfiififta^ m^intumeA imH wimiliihlo frw talfe ftff^ laivting, open air parking (^ any

Im^

aircraft

and any navigation or communication fiKnlity aixl asy passenger terminal

building available for public use without charge pursuant to RSA 72:38 as inserted

by 1963

79:2.

Selectman Hdlis motioned for Article 6 to be {daced on the

official ballot,

seconded by Bill

Wright Artide 6 passed by v«rfce vote and Modomtor McQoecney dedared
read to be placed on die oflidal ballot

tfie

mrtide as

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums to be
placed in the Cvpital Reserve Funds (CRF) as listed:
Police Cruiser CRF: $8,000
Fire Truck & Equipment CRF: $10,000
Highway Equipment CRF: $10,000
Pickiq> Tmck CRF: $5,000
Emergency Van CRF: $5,000
Laikd & Buildings CRF: $30,000
Landfill Closure CRF: $30,000
The Selectmen recommmd the impropriations as listedThis appityiation is in addition

Article 7.

to

wanant article number 5, the opecBtmg budget

aitide.

made a motion to accept Article 7 as read, seconded by Selectman Wrigbt

Selectman HoUis

Leo Lavelle questioned if the monies for Land & Buildings should be a separate iwanant article.
TliB Selectmen eiqdained that the money raised last year was by Ci^ntal Reserve Fun<^
same item.

Mbderaior McQaecney stated tfut Artkfe 7 wffl be on the ollldal balM as read,afto
being passed by vmce vote <^the town.

Articles.

To see if tbeTovm will authorize the app(»nted state contractor for improvem^
To Route 302 to bring Bhiebeny Ifill iq) to town specifications at the time WDik
Progresses on Route 302. Since no town bond was posted for Bhiriwny Ifill Road

And over the past thirteen years, we have ooUectivdy paid taxes totaling

We would request splitting the cost ecpntably among the
Bhwbeny Ifill tasqwyers. Further, we would request that the town split the cost
Equitat^ among the Bluebeny HU ta3q>ayer8 and cdlea this through the property

iqjpionmatefy $200,000.

Tax bill ARTICLE BY PETITION.
Ellie

McCole made a motion to accq>t Article 8 as road, seconded by Sue Ailing.

Ellie

NkCole

ex|dained how the original sub division for this development had no regulations for
spedfications for the town to take over this road as a town road.

Ibe property owners on this

road attend to the maintenance thems<dves at their own cxpcoao for mowing, i^owing. repairs,
eto.

After much discussion and two

Mled amendments, ElUe e}q>lBined that soniB of the wording

of their petitioned article was incorrect
8. To see if the town will authorize the q)pointed state contractor for
Impt uvnnents to Route 302 to bring Blu^)eay Efill up to town

Corrected Article

Spedfications at the time

work progresses on Route 302. Sinceno

Town bond was posted for the Bhiebeny Hill road and over the past
13 years, we have collectively paid taxes totaling apptuxiuiately
$200,000., we would request sf^tting the cost between the town and
Tbe Bhiebeoy Hill taxpayers. Further, we would request that the town
Split tile cost equitabfy

among the Bhiebeny Hill taxpayers and collect

Ibis throi^ the property tax

bill.

A niotion to accept corrected Aiticle 8 was made by Qlie NfcCole and seconded by Sue Ailing.
Conected Article 8 was voted on by vrace vote and passed.
Moderator McQueeney stated tiiat The Conected Article 8 would be i^aced on tiie

-6-

official ballot

Article 9.

To see if the town will authorize the appointed state contractor for improvements
To Route 302 to install a water hydrant on Route 302 in the vicinity of BlueBeny Hill at the time of approved state constiuctiai on Route 302.
ARTICLE BY PETTTION.

A motion to accept Article 9 was made by Ellie McCole and seconded by Sue Ailing. Afler
discussion the article

was amended to add "contingent on Article 27 being passed."

Amended Article 9: To see if the town will authorize the appointed state contractor for
InyrovCTnents to Route 302 to install a water bydrant cm Route 302 in the
Vicinity of Blueberry Hill at the time of ap(nx>ved state onistruction

on Route

302, Contingent on Article 27 being passed.

Motion to

acc^ amended Article 9 was made by Ellie McCole and seconded by Sue Ailing.

Moderator McQueeney stated that amended Article 9 as read would be placed oa the
ballot, after

Article 10:

official

a voice vote to pass amendmoit

To see if the Town will vote to raise and iq>inopriate the sum of $20,000. (Twenty

Thousand Dollars)
Facility

for the

purpose of purcJiasing equipmoit and constructi<» of a

and costs associated with construction such as but not limited to

site

work

And design for the future recycling/transfer fiiu^ility. Ar^ unexpoided funds as of
Decemba 31, 2000 are to be encumb^ed for allocation to the Transf^ Station Trust
Fund at the next annual town meeting. And further, to opeate an expendable trust
Fund to be known as the Transfb' Staticm Trust Fund and to raise and apjprofn&tc
The sum of $20,000. For deposit in sudi fund: the source of this second amount is
Funds unexpended and encumboed at the end of 1999 as a result of the voters'
Approval of a similar article (Article 1 1) at the 1999 town meting. And furtho'
To name the Board of Selectmen as agents of the fund.This apfxopriation is in
addition to warrant Article number 5, the opoating budget article.The Selectmen
recommend the f^^)ropriations as listed.
Motion to acc^ Article 10 as read was made by Mark Claik, seconded by Bill Wright Article
10 passed by voice vote to be placed on the
Article 10 as read

Article

1 1:

official ballot

and Moderator McQueeney

stated

would be on the official ballot

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifteen Thousand
wood chipper by authorizing the with-

Dollars ($15,000.00) for the purdiase of a

Drawal of $15,000.00 from the (fighway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund.The
Selectm«i recommend this apiHopriatioiL This cqqpropriation
warrant Article

5, the c^)aating

is

in addition to

budget

Selectman Clark made a motion to accept Article

1 1

as read, seconded by Selectman

Wright

GcDR Connier, the Road Agent e]q>lained that a dui^ier was necessary for brush which is

discarded at the Landfill and for trees, branches,

Article

1 1

etc.

along the roadways.

passed by voice vote and Moderator McQueeney declared Article

1 1

to be placed

on

the official ballot.

Article 12.

To

see if the

Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand

Dollars ($5,000) to be paid to the

Twin Mountain Chamber of Conmerce. These fimds

be used for the operation of thclnfbnnation Booth and promoting the

to

Town of

The Selectmen recommoid this appn^niatioaThis appropriation is
to warrant Article number 5, the q)erating budget
Carroll.

Selectman HoUis

made a motion to accept Article

12, seconded

in addition

by Marc Brodeur. After a voice

vote to pass Article 12 as read, the Modoiator declared Article 12 to be placed

on the official

ballot

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appn^»iate the sum of ($800) and to turn
over such monies to the Tri-County Community Action PrograuL The Selectmen
recommend this apprc^xriation.This af^nopriation is in addition to warrant Article
numbar 5, the opoating budget article.

Article 13.

Wright made a motion to have Article 13 on the official ballot, seconded by Mark Clark..
Moderator McQueeney decUred Article 13 to be placed <hi the offidal ballot after a voke

Bill

vote of the town.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and apprc^mate the sum of Two Hundred
Twelve Dollars ($212) and to turn over such monies to the Greater White Nfountain
Chapt^ of the American Red Cross fw support of local American Red Cross

Article 14.

services.

The Selectmen recfxnmend this

appropnation.'Illis appn^)nation is in

additi(m to warrant Article nunibor 5, the opoating budget article.

A motion to place Article 14 on the official ballot was made by Fred Hollis, seconded by Mark
CUuk. Moderator McQueeney stated that Article 14 would be placed mi the official ballot
as read after a voice vote to accept Article 14.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap]nt>pnate the sum of One Thousand
Two Hundred Ninety Dollars ($1,290) and to turn over such monies to the North
Country Home Health Agmcy Inc. for the siqqxjrt of their services. The

Article 15.

.

Selectmoi rec<»nmend this appn^)riation.Tlus iqjpropriation
Article

number

5, the

is

in addition to warrant

opoHting budget article.

A motion to accept Article 15 was made by Mark CUuk, seconded by Arthur Viens. Selectman
Wright made a motion to amend Article 15 to increase the amount by an additional $900.00 in
siq^poit of the Youth Diversion Program, seconded by Fred Hollis.
-8-

AmMided Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and iq)pcopnate the sum of $2»190.00
(Two Thousand-One Hundred and Ninety Dollars) and to turn over $1^90.00
(One Thousand-Two Hundred and Ninety Dollars) to the North Country Home
Health agency, hic. for the siqpport of their services and to turn over $900.00

(Nine Hundred D(^lars)To the Youth Diversion Prognun.

Amended Article

15 passed by vtnce vote and declared to be placed on the ofiBcial ballot by the

Moderator.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and iqppropnate the sum of One Thousand
Ddlars ($1,000) and to turn ova- sudi monies to the Littleton Hospital in
recognition of the assistance provided by the Hospital to the Town's E.M.T.'s and
also for the uncompensated services provided to residaits v^io are unable to pay. The

Article 16.

Selectmen recommend this q>propriation.Thi8 iqppropriation
Article

is

in addition to warrant

number 5, the operating budget article.

made a motion to place Article 16 on the official ballot as read, seconded by Vidd
Moderator McQuecncy declared AHkle 16 to be placed on the official ballot^ after

Marie Claik
Brodeur.

a voke vote to acoqit
Article 17.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and ^jpropriate the sum of Three Hundred
tum over such monies to the Hospice of Littleton for
siq)port of their services to the community. Hie Selectmen
recommend this
appropriation.Hiis appropriation is in addition to warrant Article number 5, the
Sixteen Dollars ($316) aiKl to

operating budget

article.

Sue McQueeoey motioned to place Article 17 as read on the official ballot, secoEMied by Bill
Dowhng. Moderator McQueen^ declared Article 17 to be placed on tiie offkial ballot as
read after a voice vote to acc^t

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Nine Hundred Four
Dollars ($904) and to tum over sudi monies to the White Mountain Mmtal Health
& Developmental Services. The Selednmi recommend this appropriation.

Article 18.

This appropriation

is

in addition to warrant Article

mimba 5, the oponting budget

article.

Mark Clarlc motioned to place Article 18 on the official ballot, seconded by Arthur Vims. After a
voice vote to accept. Moderator McQueeoey declared Article 18 to be placed on the official
ballot as read.

Artiolo

1

Town vrtll vote to taiao aiaA appropriate ^ao sum of Ono Ttmusand Fivo
su^ monies to the Cal^ Oroi^ for
support of their services to the Commumty. Tlie Selectmen lecommeDd
this

9.

To see

if tlso

Hundred Dollars ($1,500) and to tum over
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i^)piopriatioiLThis appropriation is in addition to

wanant Article number 5» the operating budget

article.

A motion to place Article 1 9 on the official ballot was made by NfaikClaik, seconded by Bob
Furtado.Modenitor McQueen^ dedared

AHide 19 to be placed on iht oflSdal ballot ma

read aflN* a voice vote to acoc|it
Article20.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred

Sixty-four I>>l]ars ($264)

and to turn over such monies to the WUte MountatQ

Regional Airport Authority as the Town's share of the Operating Budget for the

cuneot fiscal year. The Selectmwi recommend this appropriation.Thi8 appropriation
is in

addition to wanant Article number 5» the opoating budget article.

Selectman Wright motioned to accept Article 20 as read, Mark Claik seconded to have Article 20
placed on the official ballot After a voice vote to accept^Moderator McQueeney stated that Article

20 would be placed on the (^cial ballot
Article 21.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred
Eighty Four dollars ($584.00) and turn over mxh. mooies to the North Country

Council for hazardous waste collectiocL Hie Selectmen recommend this approPriatioiLThis ^jpropriation is in addition to warrant Article

number 5, the operating

budget artide.
Selectman Clark motioned to accq>t Article 21 as read, seconded by Selectman HoUis.
Joe Qritzer questioned the need for this aznount of money and stated that the day made available
to our

town was not alwqrs convenient for everyone.

our own coUection

Bill Do^i^diDg stated that if we

were to have

Marc Brodeur stated that the
day is well advertised and people can drop t^their hazardous waste at the Littleton Fire
it

could cost the town in excess of $5,000.00.

Dqpartmoit
Afio- a voice vote to

acc^ Article 21, Moderator McQueeney stated that Article 21 would be

placed on the official ballot as read

Article 22.

To see if the Town will vote re rescind the vote of MbtcIi

14,

1978 regarding the

Adoption of the Provisions of the Municipal Budget Law. (Recommended by

Tbe SelectmoL)
Selectman Wright made a motion to acc^ Article 22 as read, seconded by Mark Clark. Joe
Oritzo-

made a motion to amend Article 22 to add more wording so that people would know

yAiat they were voting

for.

Motion seconded by Selectmen Wrigjbt to Amend Article 22.

Amended Article 22: To see if the Town will vote to rescind the vote of March
-10-

14,

1978

RegardiDg Ifae adoption of the Canoll Budget Committee under iino Provisions

Of of the Municipal Budget Law.
Amended Article 22 passed by voice vote to be placed on the official ballot and declared so by the
Modefator.

Bill

Dowling made a motion at this time to restrict reconsideration of Articles

1

-22, seconded

byBillWright This motion fiuled by vcnce vote.

we resdiid the piovisioiis of RSA 40: 13 (known as SB2), as adopted by the
Town of Canoll on Maidi 10, 1998, so that the c^cial ballot will no longer be

Article 23. Shall

Used for voting on all

questions, but only for the election of officers

Other questions for wfaicb the offidal ballot is required by

and certain

state law. (Article fay

Petition.)

Dons Lud^e made a motion to acc^ Article 23, seconded by NfikeShaheen.
of the town. The Moderator declared Article 23 to be placed on the

Article 24.

After a voice vote

official ballot

To see if the Town will vote to raise and i4)propriate the sum of One Hundred
To bring the Town Hall iq> to ADA HandIci^) Conq>lianoe Law, S2S,000 to come from 2000 budgrt and to authorize the
Withdrawal of $89,000. From the Land and Buildiug Capital Reserve Fund. The
Selectmen recommend this apprnpnaiioa This f^iropriation is in addition to warrant

Fourteen Thousand Dollars (1 14,000.)

Article

numbo- 5, the opoating budget

Mfok Claik made a motion to accept Article 24. seconded by Bill Dowling.
Mark Claik made a motion to ammd Article 24, seconded by Bill Wright
Amended Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$99,000. (Ninety-nine Thousand Dollars) to bring the Town Hall up to
ADA Handiciqp CoDq>liance Law, $10,000. (Ten thousand Ddlars) to come
From the 2000 budget and to authori2s the withdrawal of $89,000. From
Tbe Land and Building Cqntal Reserve Fund
Motion to aco^ amnndod Article 24 was made fay Bill Wright, seconded by Fred Hollis.
Selectman Wright oqplained that the two offices that are currently iqpstairs. (the Selectman's and

Town Ckik/Tax Cdlector's) will be moved downstairs. The cafeteria will be divided into
two office spaces and the kitchen will be moved to the space where the stage is. Tlietewillbe
handiu^ accessible bathrooms added on and the iq)stairs will be used for storage.
the

Article

24 passed by voice vote and Moderator MoQueeney declared Article 24 to be placed on

the offidal ballot
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To see if the Town will vote to change the way the Town of Cam>ll pays the
Town Cleik/Tax Collector. Instead of the Town Cleik being paid the towns

Article 25.

Portion of ha- preseot salaiy of $9,944.48 and the balance fipom fees collected.

The position will be a salaried position (this year's budget of $28,400.) The
Salary would be set by the Selectmen. Thoe would be a high and low range
For the position and the p^onnance of the person in the position would be
Reviewed yearfy. lliis i^qpiX)priation is not in addition to warrant Article number
5, the operating

Mari: Clark

budget

made a motion to accept Article 25, seconded by Fred Hollis.

Selectman Wright explained that after 1 5 years the Cleik had reached the high for the position and

now would be mtitled to cost of Uving raises. Holfy Ridiards questioned v/hy the dedc received
insurance vfbexi the other enq[>loyees had to work. 40 hours a

gave a breakdown of her hours since the

first

week to receive insurance. Hie cleric

of the year. Weeks ending 1-8-2000, 40 hours, 1-15-

2000, 39 hours. 1-22-2000, 34 hours, 1-29-2000, 53

Vi hours.

2-5-2000, 51

'/4

hours. After

discussion, Linda Dowling made a motion to change the wording of tiie article to exclude **the

performance of the person in the position would be reviewed yearty." Mrs. Dowling felt that by
being an elected position, the voto-s woe the ones v/bo reveiwed the pofonnance of this position.

Motion seconded l^ Doris Lud^e.

Amended Article 25 To see if the Town will vote to change the way the Town of Carroll pays
The Town Clerk/Tax Collector. Instead of the Town Clerk being paid the towns
.

Portion of her present salary of $9,944.48 and the balance from fees collected, the

(Hns year*s budget of $28,400.) The salaiy would
Be set by the SelectmerL There would be a high and low range for the position. This

Position will

be a

^jpcopriation

is

salaried position

not in addition to warrant article 5, the opoating budget

Ammded Article 25 passed by voice vote of the Town and declared to be on the ofiGicial ballot by
the Nfoderator.

To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of Two Thousand Dollars
($2,000.) For the purpose of setting vtp a 401K Savings Program for the Town
Employees. The Selectmen recommend this appropriatioiL This iqjpropriation is in
addition to warrant Article number 5, the operating budget

Article 26.

Mark Clark made a cootion to accept Article 26 as read, seconded by Selectman Hollis.
Article

26 was passed to be placed on the official ballot and so declared by Moderator

McQueeney.

Town will vote to raise and apropriate the sum of One Hundred TliirtyThiee Thousand Dollars ($133,000.) From the Water Department Enterprise Fund for

Article 27.

To

see if the
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main (m Route 302 West This will
until the Water line
2001, i;^diev» is sooner. The Selectmen

the pinposeofrqplacmgaiideKtCTdmg the wato-

be a Don-lfq;>siiig appropnation per RSA 32;7.VI and will not Uq)se
is c(»iq;>leted

recommend this

or by

December 31,

i^^xopriation. This i^)propriation is in addition to WBirant Article 5,

the operating budget article.

Bill

Wright made a motion to accept Article 27, seconded by Bill Dowling.

Article

27

will

be placed on the ofiEicial ballot as stated by the Moderator and a voice vote of the

Town.
Article 28.

To transact any othor business that laay legally come before this meeting.

Oaiy Whitoomb questioned \«iiat the total amount of the bottom line of the eiqpense budget was.
Ilie Selectman stated that the total amount was $205,000.00.
Selectman Wright made a motion to adjourn the meeting at 9:3SPM, seconded by Selectman
Claik.

Respectfully submitted:

Louise M. Staples

TownCleik
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Report of Salaries and Wages 1999

Richard Ball,

II

$

205.38

$

131.00

$

321.75

$

827.00

Special Police Officer

Edwina Berry
Supervisor of Checklist

Eleanor Brauns
Supervisor of Checklist, Library

Marc

S.

Brodeur

Fire

Department

Vicki Brodeur

$ 8572.75

Treasurer, Administrative Assistant,

Board of Adjustment
Frank

Caruso
Board of Adjustment

J.

Raymond Chaput

$

60.00

$

629.50

$

1140.00

Moderator, Fire Department

Mary-Lew Chevalier
Librarian

Mark G.Clark

$1218.15

Selectman

Eugene

F.

Cormier

$36,071.09

Road Agent
Michelle Cormier

$

340.00

$

416.85

Trustee of Trust Funds, Board of Adjustment

Paul Cormier

Selectman, Plarming Board
Charles Crawford

$ 299.00

Edward

$

J.

Daniels

Fire

Department
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847.50

Linda Dowling

j

287 75

$

1038.70

$

3005.33

$

53 qq

$

1012 70

$

220.00

Planning Board Secretary
Jeffrey S.

Duncan

Special Police Officer, Fire Dept.

Richard T.

Elliott

Special Police Officer

Michael Fahey

Highway Dept. Helper
Andrea M. Fedele
Police Officer

John Foster
Fire

Department

John R. Gardiner

$ 35,220.98

Chief of Police
Marilyn

Gameau

$

30.00

Board of Adjustment

JeanGoodney

$

3,649.68

$

ig.oo

Selectmen's Office Staff

Jeremy

J.

Hall

Kimberly A. Hallquist

$17,269.25

Administrative Assistant, Board of

Adjustment Secretary
Lee Hallquist

$

90. 00

$

66.00

$

82.50

Planning Board
Christopher Hancock

Deparatment

Fire

John Herwerth
Fire

Department
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Frederick HoUis

$

1,344.65

Selectman, Director Emergency
Mgt., Fire

Karen Horsch

$

100.00

Trustee of Trust Funds

Ray

L.

Horsch

$

II

100.00

Plarming Board
165.00

Horsch III
Fire Department

$

Benjamin C. Jellison
Fire Department

$

110.00

Irvan Johnson

$

4,105.70

$

220.00

$

765.00

$

850.50

$

281.85

$

100.00

Ray

L.

Transfer Station Attendant

Guy M.

Jubinville
Fire

Department

Vincent Kane
Landfill

Billy Joe

Lapan

Recreation

Michael E. Lavelle

Chairman Board of Selectmen
Doris Luebke
Trustee of Trust Funds

Lawrence Mahle
Fire Department
Steven C.

Marcum

Fire

$

121.00

$

88.00

$

8,164.66

Department

Leslie Marshall

Deputy Town Clerk

& Tax Collector

Patricia Martin

Supervisor of Checklist

$
.^

119.00

McQueeney

C. Sue

$

100.00

Timothy McCole
Fire Department

$

126.50

McGee

$

140.00

$

9,194.50

$

1,998.75

$

159.50

$

1,864.00

$

724.50

$

298.00

$

448.33

$

25.02

Library Trustee

Herbert

Planning Board
Keith Miller

Highway,

Lanfill

Thelma Monahan
Librarian

SeanP. Moran
Fire Department
Colleen B.

Momeau

Recreation

Michael Paquette
Fire

Department

Jason Parker
Fire

Department

Katelyn Parker
Selectmen's Office Staff

Bea Piccolo
Library Trustee

Dana F.Pierce

$

1,004.80

$

214.50

$

552.00

Police Officer

Mark

J.

Preston
Fire

Roy

L.

Department

Ramsdell
Fire

Department
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Charles Ricardi

$

90.00

$

13,773.03

$

4,977.94

$

1,376.38

$

33.00

Planning Board

Robert L. Roesch
Police Officer

Marcia A. Rouillard
Selectmen's Office Staff
Keira E. Russell
Recreation

Michael Shaheen
Fire

Department

William A. Smalley

III

Police Officer

-

Robert Stalaboin
Fire

$

29,589.52

$

3,605.50

$

28,399.76

$

33.32

$

49.50

$

80.00

$

368.00

$

30.00

Corporal, Fire Dept.

Chief

Louise M. Staples

Town Clerk & Tax Collector
Town Salary = $9,944.00
Fees = $18,455.76

Pat Strasser

Library Trustee

Franz Szakmary
Fire

Department

G. Ernest Temple

III

Planning Board

Mary Tetreau
Moderator
William Vecchio

Board of Adjustment
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Gary

L.

Mollie

Whitcomb
Highway Dept. Helper

7,059.31

Ann White

74.97

Library Trustee

John D. Wolf

4,914.50

Special Police Officer, Fire Dept.

Peter Wright

1,636.24

Transfer Station Attendant

William

J.

The Cave
legs,

Wright

Grill at the

1.900.00

Mount Washington Hotel

and the plant roots

{Photo courtesy

in the early years.

Notice the rustic table

in the ceiling.

TM-BW Historical

Society

&
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Phil Bell Collection)

E.M.T. Reimbursements

Theresa Armstrong

Water Rent Report
1999

1998 Water Rent Warrant:
Outstanding Balance as of

1

9,11 7.44

2/3 1 /98

2,892.27

Rents Collected in 1 999:
Interest Collected in

Unpaid Bethlehem
Total

Tax

1999:149.94

rents:

<$414.81>

Collectors Warrant:

$5,810.36

*H=**********************************************************

1999 Water Rent Warrant:

$66,019.95
54,160.70

Rents Collected in 1999:
Interest Collected:

$24.76
$ 11,859.25

Total Outstanding 12/31/99
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Water Department Revenues
1999

1998 Water Rent

1999 Water Rent

& Int.
& Int.

$

3,042.21

53,185.46

Rents collected by Tax Collector

2,010.68
-0-

Hydrant Fees
State of

NH Water Grant

9 1 62.00

Rural Development Grant

18,037.72

Miscellaneous

2,993.52

Total Receipts 1999

$

88,431.59

Water Department Expenses
1999

Water Project Expenses:
Provan & Lorber - Engineering

$

Budgeted Expenses

39,670.70

Payroll Exp: Fica/Medi/Insurance

Total

328.00

Water Department Expenses 1999
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1,537.67

$

41,536.37

9
1

Report of the Trust Funds

December
Report of Common Trust

31, 1999

Fund Investments

Cemetery Trust Funds
Asker, John (7/26/84)

Balance Beginning Year Principal
Ending Balance
Income Beginning Balance
Current Income

100.00

$

100.00
28.05
6.16

Current Expenditures

5.00

Ending Balance Income
Total Ending Balance

29.21

$

Baldic/MacMillan (3/5/41)
Balance Beginning Year Principal

129.21

200.00

$

Ending Balance
Income Beginning Balance
C urrent Income

200.00
762.22

46

Current Expenditures

Ending Balance Income

1

803.41

Total Ending Balance

Barron, Harry

.

5.00

$

1

,003 .4

(3/20/69)

Balance Beginning Year Principal

$

Ending Balance
Income Beginning Balance
Current Income

200.00
200.00
36.23
1 1

Current Expenditures

.34

5.00

Ending Balance Income
Total Ending Balance

32.57
$

242.57

$

100.00

Blaggie, Ruth (1992)

Balance Beginning Year Principal
Ending Balance
Income Beginning Balance
Current Income
Ending Balance Income
Total Ending Balance

100.00

21.88
5.86

22.74
$

122.74

$

300.00

Flynn, Ellen (9/15/27)

Balance Beginning Year Principal
-50-

300.00

Ending Balance
Income Beginning Balance
Current Income

602.40
43.32
5.00

Current Expenditures

Ending Balance Income
Total Ending Balance

640.72
940.72

Glines, Celia G. (5/25/27)

Balance Beginning Year Principal

$

Ending Balance
Income Beginning Balance

100.00

464.63
27.10

Current Income

Current Expenditures

Ending Balance Income
Total Ending Balance

100.00

5

.

00

486.73
$

586.73

$

100.00

Glines, Ebenezer (5/27/27)

Balance Beginning Year Principal

100.00

Ending Balance
Income Beginning Balance

491.96

Current Income

28.41
5.00

Current Expenditures

Ending Balance Income
Total Ending Balance

Gooden, Larry

& Alfrieda (2/12/74)

Balance Beginning Year

515.37
$

615.37

1

Current Income

26.65

Current Expenditures

5.00

Ending Balance Income
Total Ending Balance

476.83
576.83

Pierce, Ethel (9/17/87)

Balance Beginning Year Principal

$

Ending Balance
Income Beginning Balance
Current Income
Ending Balance Income

100.00
100.00

27.00
6.11
28.

Current Expenditures

1

5.00

Total Ending Balance

$

128.11

$

100.00

Straw, G.A. (10/10/45)

Beginning Balance Principal

Ending Balance
Income Beginning Balance
Current Income

100.00

296.50
19.03

Current Expenditures

5.00

Ending Balance Income
Total Ending Balance
Vials,

310.53

John (11/7/24)
Beginning Balance Principal

$

410.53

$

100.00

Ending Balance

100.00

Income Beginning Balance
Current Income

539.07
30.68

Current Expenditures

5.00

Ending Balance Income
Total Ending Balance

564.75
$

Weldon, Ken & Dorothy (12/15/81)
Beginning Balance Principal

$

Ending Balance
Income Beginning Balance
Current Income

150.00

150.00

59.39
10.05

Current Expenditures

5.00

Ending Balance Income
Total Ending Balance

64.44
$

Report of The Trust and Capital Reserve Funds

Name

664.75

of Trust/How Invested:
-52-

214.44

Bretton

Woods

Charitable Trust/PDIP

& checking account

Balance Beginning Year Principal

Ending Balance

$17,897.57

77

New Land & Buildings/PDIP
Balance Beginning Year Principal

New Funds

Created

Ending Balance
Income Beginning Balance
Current Income
Ending Balance Income
Total Ending Balance
Pickup Truck/PDIP

Beginning Balance Principal

$31 ,227. 1
50,000.00
8 1 ,22 7

.

1

6,576.37
1,904.63

8,481.00
89,708. 1

Ending Balance
Income Beginning Balance
Current Income
Ending Balance Income
Total Ending Balance

1,320.48

291.07
85.18

376.25
1,696.73

Landfill Closure/PDIP

Principal Beginning Balance

New Funds

$69,989.10

Created

25,000.00

Ending Balance

93,989.10

Income Beginning Balance
Current Income
Ending Balance Income
Total Ending Balance

4,333.43

3,587.32
7,920.75

$101,909.85

TOTALS ALL TRUST & CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
Principal Beginning Balance

New Funds Created
Withdrawals

Ending Balance

$241,997.02
144,400.00
8,751.28

Principal

347,645.74

Income Beginning Balance
Current Income

140,6^31.66

-

Current Expenditures

Ending Balance Income
Total Ending Balance

Respectfully submitted

Michelle Cormier
Treasurer

Violet McGee enjoys a picture perfect moment with
Santa Claus at the Children 's Annual Christmas Party.
Photo by Eleanor Brauns
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19,000.96
11,721.37

147,911.25

$495,556.99

Twin Mountain Public Library Trustees
Treasurer's Report 1999

Receipts: Balance as of December 31, 1998

1999 Selectman's Report

The year 1999 \vas a year c^diaiige in the Town Officials, hi Nfarch we lost two Selectmen:
Mike I^velk and Paul Cknnier, who decided not to nm for office. They were both voiy
dedicated axkl served the town very well (fairing tbnr teonrBS. Mark Claik was elected for the 3
3near

term and Fred Hollis

for the 1 year term.

The employees in the Town Offices have also changed.

Kim Hallquist, long time

Administrator for the Selectmen's office resigned to further her career by attenfting law school

Her dedication to her job and serving the public is greatly missed. The board wishes her the best
of ludc and success in her new oideavor. Kim's part time onployee, Marcia Roulhaid also

anfkfywoA in an administrative position at the Cog Railway. She is

resigned to take foil time

missed and

we wish bn* the best in ha new position.

R^lacing Kim is our Town Treasurer, Vidd Brodeur, who applied for the foil time
Kim agreed to train Vidd as much as possible weekends when she is home.

m

position.

we ^)preciate this very much.
success in their new positicxis.

Again, Kim,

Rq>lacing Nfarcia

is

Kate Parker.

We wish both

With Vicki hired as the Selectmoi's Adnmustrator, we had to find a new treasurer. Charkne
McOee agreed to assume the positicm until Mardi election. We would like to thank Cbailaie for
helping us out during this hectic period with so raany personnel changes.

Our Town ModaaJUx^ Maiy Tetreau resigned from her position as Town Moderatcv -wbea^
moved to ^^chigan. Owen McQueeny, a resident of
Breton Woods has agreed to become Mcxkrator. Hopefolly he will oijoy the position aiKl
they sold the Patio Kfotor Court and

Continue in this cqxicity.

TliB final

durnge was in the Fire DqMrtmoit when Chief Stalaboin decided to resign as

chief.

He has done an outstanding job as duef in iq>dating tt» department and the mraal c^tfae
monbers is veiy hi^ Bob is staying in the department as a Lieutenant Hie board thanks him
very much for Ins dedicated 5 years of service. Hie members of the department elected Marc
Brodeur as the new diief Marc has the expoience and mandated training to tain over the job.
Hie Selectmoi agreed with the dq)er1ment and has appointed Marc as the new Fire Chief
.

Keith (Skip) MiUcr became »

foil

time 6iiq>]oyee for the highway Department filling an

existing vacanqr.

In other town business: The disposing of trash

$80,000.

still

haunts us. Cost of disposal in 1999 was

WehadaclumcetobeahosttownforaniiiaiieTatorfitmaccnqMnythatofR^
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good dod for the town especial^ iwhh tbe itfvtnue H would have pi^^
howevo: local oppositioa caused the owner of the {dant to lode at other towns.

Our recyding ocmnnttee has been woridng voy hard and hopefulfy this summer we wiU start
seeing the results of their efifocts. Please support the items in the warrant for this cause.

We

would lil» to thank them for their efiforts.
It

has been five yean since we started to work on making our town ofiGces handicap

aocessil^. After niucb ddiboation on the subject the board dedded to return to one of our

first

ideas of moving the

Tax Collector and Selectmen's ofiBce downstairs to the existing kitchen
meeting rooDL We propose to move flie two offices into that space , removing the wall between
tfiat room and the stagp to ocate a kitchen and a smaller meeting room. They will be accessed
to the gymnasium fiom two doCTs. Thoe will be accessible rest rooms with a small addition to
the fiont of the building. This will provide handicap access to the library also. The handicap
ranq> will be moved fixm the end doors ofthe gym to the first dout^ doors. TheTownhas
iq)I^ed for a fiee architect design for projects of this type.

We wish to thaidc Roy Ramsdell and

Paul Comuer for their advise on this prcgect

We had a successful year with our water system with few problems. We read the meters for
the

first

time this year and hopefully for the year 2000

we will be charging for water usage.

This should be the last year for cannery restoraticm. The conqMmy has done a remarkable

job and the town should be proud of this eSort

Finally, the

board would like to thank the people who wodc for the Town of Carroll and

those -wbo volunteer thor time as Board Members,

EMT.*s, Firefighters, the Recreation

Committee Members and the numy civic groqpg in town that aaich us all Taking an active

town is a sure way ofhaving a town that you can cx^oy and be proud of There
ways to volunteer for your town - ask a Moid - or stop by the town offices for

interest in your

are maiqr

suggestions.

Carroll

Board ctf Selectmoi:

Bill Wright,

Maxk Clark, Fred HbUis
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Carroll Police Department

1999 Annual Report
I

am

The crime

was a dramatic decrease in reported crimes in 1999.
town was reduced by 28% from the previous year. This continues the trend
1997. In 1998 reported crimes were 18% less than those reported in 1997.

pleased to announce that there

rate in this

which began

in

While the majority of crimes reported have
category has taken a sharp

downward

turn.

been larcenies or

historically

From

constituting

68%

thefts, this

year that

of the reported crimes

in

1998

tojust50%in 1999.
there are many factors for this reduction in crime. One factor is the
good economy we are presently enjoying. With many good paying jobs

Of course
exceptionally

only the lazy and incorrigible continue to seek an easier
that

many of the

five

of the young males the department arrested for

way

to get their

available

money. Another factor

is

perpetrators of the crimes committed in 97-98 are currently incarcerated. At least
thefts this past year, are serving time in

county jails. Others are out on probation or parole and must toe the

line

or go to jail. These same

perpetrators also committed crimes in other jurisdictions and the law finally caught up with

many

of them.
Finally, the

department has been aggressively enforcing the

roads of the town. This has the effect of driving

many

traffic

laws on the busy main

criminals to areas with less enforcement.

Criminals like to be anonymous. They don't want to risk being stopped for a traffic violation and

being discovered.

It

has been

shown

that

many

criminals also routinely break the traffic laws and

aggressive enforcement discourages their presence in an area.

In regards to traffic enforcement in 1999, officers

164 written warnings, and 345
almost doubles the $14,000
stops, seven individuals

citations.

The

in fines levied in 1998. Also, as a direct result

were arrested

for other crimes.

intoxicated, and possession of drugs, to arrests

Here are some other

made over 1000

$25,159.29 This

of these motor vehicle

These crimes ranged from driving while

on outstanding bench warrants.

specific facts concerning

of written citations were issued to

vehicle stops, issuing

fines levied for the citations totaled

our local

traffic

New Hampshire drivers. The

enforcement. Almost

49%

second highest group of people

were from Massachusetts representing 16% of the citations. The next group were from Maine and
represented 7%. Then Vermonters at 6%. All others ranked less than 4%.
Approximately

45%

of drivers, issued

citations

were between the ages of 36 and 55 years

of age. The next highest group, 21%, were people between the ages of 26 and 35. The vast
majority were white males. Most of the citations issued were for speeding and the fastest was
clocked

at

93

MPH on Rt.

302.

The average speed of the offender was 19

limit.
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MPH above the posted

The department
in injuries to drivers

investigated sixty-seven accidents in 1999. Twenty-eight

of those resulted

or passengers. Route 302 East, the stretch of road from Crawford Notch to

the intersection with Route 3,

was

the scene of twenty-five of those accidents.

prone area was Route 3 North, the section from the

There were seventeen accidents along that

traffic lights to

The next accident
town line.

the Whitefield

stretch.

accidents or crashes occurred in July when fourteen were reported. The next
months were January, October, and December. Each of these months recorded seven
accidents. The leading cause of crashes was driver inattention or distraction. Almost 74% of these
crashes occurred on dry roads, and 67% occurred on clear sunny days. The statistics show that if
we pay attention and remain alert while driving, most accidents can be avoided.

The most

highest

In July, Patrolman

A new prison

is

being

Bob Roesch

built in Berlin,

left

the department to join the Department of Corrections.

and Bob saw an opportunity to get

By getting in early. Bob could gain valuable seniority above many other
Bob also would be making more money than the town could provide.
Also part-time officer Richard

Elliott left in

New Hampshire. Two new

in

on the ground

floor.

correctional employees.

September to take a managerial position

at a

were hired in November to assist
in the operation of the department. Andrea Fedele a native of Bethlehem and Dana Pierce from
nearby Vermont. Both officers were certified after completing the part-time police academy in
factory in Lisbon,

Conway. Both

part-time officers

officers are continuing their training,

and gaining valuable experience.

The department along with the management of the Mount Washington Hotel & Resort
in November. The seminar was sponsored by the Loss

hosted a special training seminar

Prevention and Liability division of the N.H. Municipal Association. Police officers received
intense specialized training in the use of force, both non-lethal and lethal. Officers responded to

many

different scenarios,

and learned through application, the proper techniques to control and

deftise situations. Officers learned defensive tactics using

Three officers from

The

hotel

this

both

lethal

and non-lethal weapons.

department attended as well as others from surrounding departments.

owners and management were gracious

in

allowing the use of their buildings and

parking lots for this specialized training.

In an effort to reduce the cost

was

refurbished this year.

The

of replacement for a new

engine, transmission, and

many

cruiser, the

1996 Chevrolet cruiser

other parts were replaced. With this

refurbishment, the town received a fifty thousand mile warranty on the work performed. This
work will greatly extend the life of the vehicle, and the cost was approximately half the cost for a
new cruiser.

was heard in New Hampshire
The case involved the defendant Raymond X. Flynn who was arrested in
September 1996, for burglarizing hotel rooms at the Mount Washington Hotel. Mr. Flynn had a
long criminal history and was a smart, sophisticated burglar. Mr. Flynn was convicted after a trial
in Lancaster Superior Court in the spring of 1997. He and his lawyer, appealed the convictions on

A court

Supreme Court

case instituted by the Carroll Police Department
recently.

technical grounds.
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During the

trial

one of the victims, a

woman from Massachusetts,

testified that

her

expensive diamond ring was stolen from her hotel room, along with credit cards and her

husband's Tiffany watch. The wife
her

room which she shared with
husband

failed to ask the

if

testified that she did

her husband.

not give Mr. Flynn permission to enter

The husband

did testify, but the

County Attorney

he had given Flynn permission to enter the room.

The grounds of appeal of the defense were rooted

in the belief, that since the

husband

hadn't testified as to either having given permission or declined permission for Flynn to enter the
hotel

room, that Flynn was convicted only on circumstantial evidence. That evidence being, the

diamond

ring

which was found

The high court

in his

ruled for the

pants pocket.

first

time that the absence of license or privilege to enter can

sometimes be proved without testimony from

The court noted
excludes

all

rational conclusions except guilt.

state prison until

To

all

owners or occupants of a burglarized property.
be used to support a conviction, as long as it
Mr. Flynn's conviction stands. He will remain in the
all

that circumstantial evidence can

he completes

his sentence.

the citizens of Carroll, on behalf of the

men and women of the

police department,

thank you for your support, and helping to make this town a safe and enjoyable place to
It is

a pleasure to serve you.

Respectfully Submitted,

John R. Gardiner
Chief of Police

Current members of the department include:

Chief John R. Gardiner
Corporal

Wm.

A. Smalley

III

Part-time Officers;
Jeffrey S.

Duncan

Andrea M. Fedele

Dana

F.

Pierce

John D. Wolf
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Twin Mountain-Bretton Woods
In

May the

new

society elected

Historical Society

officers for 1999. Elected President

was John Gardiner,

Vice President; Charles Ricardi, Treasurer; Pat Martin and Secretary; Linda Bousquin. Meetings

of historical items. The
Tuesday of the month to the first Wednesday.
with the Fire Department which met on the same night.

are held every month, and sometimes features a speaker, or displays

monthly meeting date was changed from the
This change was to avoid a conflict

first

Currently, our main goal is to raise funds to acquire a building to house our collections of
photographs and other memorabilia. Carl and Ruth Carlson had donated their former residence on
Route 302. However, the society felt that the property provided too little room for parking and

would require more cost to

repair than

what we could

afford.

So the property was

returned.

of the original town hall. This town hall was
Road and Route 1 15. It presently sits on the
property of Irene Thompson, and is used for storage. A grant was written seeking flmds through
the Department of Transportation, to accomplish this task. In December we learned from
Washington DC. that the grant was not funded on the first round. However, we can resubmit the
grant this year for reconsideration. The grant would cover the cost of moving the building and

Our

alternate plan envisions the restoration

buih around 1834 and sat

restoring

it

for

modem

One of this
with the

PBS

area of Parker

use.

own antique style road show. If you are familiar
"The Antiques Road Show", you know what the concept is. The society has
antique appraisers and collectors to staff a show which will be held at the

year's projects, include our

feature

asked several local
Carroll

in the

Town

Hall on April 30, 2000.

Members of the

public are invited to bring any object that

they would like to identify or have appraised to the road show. For a small donation to the
historical society

treasures.

our experts

will help identify

A light lunch and refreshments will

friends and

meet our

and give you an estimate on the value of your

also

be

available.

It

should be a fun time to see your

local experts.

This year the society will participate

in the

Labor Day weekend, mile long yard

have any items that you wish to donate to our sale please contact one of our

weekend we

are planning

on another new

and small engine show. So,

you would

like to

show

if

and everyone, especially the

During the year 2000,

We will

building. In this

also

way,

list

we

tractor, or

we

who

will

be involved

home and

lives at

one of those one cylinder engines

and we'll put you

kids, like to see those old

photographically document every

year 2000.

call,

sale. If you

Also that

event. This event will feature an antique farm tractor

you have an old

give us a

off,

officers.

in

in the

show. This

is

that

a popular hobby,

machines run.

our Millennium Project.

business that

is

It is

our goal to

currently standing in this

each address and what business exists

in

town

in the

each commercial

will leave a rich resource for future historians, genealogists, architects

and any other interested person.

John R. Gardiner
President
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EMS REPORT

1999

was another swift year for the volunteer squad of the Twin Mt. Ambulance. Responding to as
as 120 emergency calls in 1999. The town's dependable volunteers continued to provide
EMS coverage for the town of Carroll on a moments notice. Responding to a variety of calls,
from motor vehicle accidents to heart failure emergencies, these emergency medical technicians
It

many

are highly trained at the basic level

and provide professional and prudent care

to every situation

As time goes on continuing education becomes more demanding and advanced
keep up with today's standards of EMS and we should applaud all our EMT's who have kept

they encounter.
to

up with these standards both past and present. We currently have eleven ambulance attendants
and I would like to thank all of these EMT's and their families for their dedication to helping
others in need. I would also like to thank all of our past EMT's who have recently retired from
EMT status for their years of devote service. I encourage anyone who feels they have the time to

become an

dedicate to

how

to begin,

we

EMS

personnel to contact myself or any other

are always looking for

EMT to get information on

more EMT's.

Current roster of Licensed Twin Mt. Ambulance Attendants:
Marc Brodeur, Ed Daniels, Jeff Duncan, Geri Garneau, Ray Horsch, Ben Jellison, Guy
Jubenville, Roy Ramsdell, Franz Szakmary, Toni Werner, and John Foster.

Total runs for 1999; 123 calls,

As

the

52%

in

town Twin Mt.,

48%

Bretton

Woods - Zealand Areas

town continues to grow, more and more injuries and emergencies are unfortunate but
With the continuing support of the town's people and the dedicated emergency

likely to happen.

personnel,

we

should be able to maintain a level of personal care that only a volunteer squad can
last note, please remember to dial 91 1 at the first sign of an

produce and be proud of One

emergency, time can help save

lives.

Respectfully submitted,

Ed Daniels
Deputy Chief,

EMS
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FIRE CHIEFS REPORT 1999

1

999 was a busy year

responded to approximately 100
through the

Twin Mountain Fire Department. We
Our in house training and other certified training

for the

calls.

NH Fire Academy is

still

an ongoing effort for our

currently have six firefighters taking the level one
efforts

of the

Jubinville,

personnel.

fire

We

course through the ongoing

NH Fire Academy, the firefighters are:

Mark

Preston, Steve

Marcum, Mike

For there time and effort they have put into this

completed

A-B

this training the Fire

Ray Horsch, Jeff Duncan, Guy
I would like to thank them
course, when these gentleman have

Paquette.

Department will have a

total

NH Certified Fire

of 1 2

Fighters.

would

I

the hard

work

like to

thank the Fire Department and Ambulance Association for

Auxiliary did a great job making this year's fund raising

thank each

The Twin Mountain
a successful one; I would

member of the

After five years of serving as Chief of the Fire Department,

in the last five years.

Bob

Bob

Bob

Stalaboin

for the fine job

Stalaboin has put in a lot of time and hard

Mr. Stalaboin has brought our Fire Department where

into this job.

like to

Auxiliary for a job well done!

has stepped down. The entire Fire Department would like to thank

He had done

all

for a yet another successful fund raising year.

it is

work

today, a group of

Dedicated professionals. Mr. Stalaboin will be staying on the Fire Department as a
Lieutenant.

Thank You Bob for a job well done!
I would like to thank all the

In closing

Bretton

Woods

for all

Thank you

of your support.
to

residents of the

We hope to

Town

of Carroll and

serve you will in the years to come.

our Police Department and Highway Department for their

continuous cooperation.
If
call at

you have any questions, please

feel free to stop

by the station or give us a

our business line 846-5545.
Please be sure to test your

smoke

detectors to

Respectfiilly submitted,

Chief Marc Brodeur
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make

sure they are working.

CURRENT FIRE PERSONNEL ROSTER
Chief Marc Brodeur, FF

John Herwerth, FF

Dep. Chief Edward Daniels, FF
Capt. Roy Ramsdell, FF
Lt. Jason Parker, FF

Ray Horsch, FF
Ben JelUson, FF
Guy Jubinville, FF
Larry Mahle, FF
Steve Marcum, FF
Tim McCole, FF
Sean Moran, FF
Mike Paquette, FF
Mike Shaheen, FF
William Smalley, FF

Lt.

Bob

FF
Ray Chaput, FF
Fred HoUis, FF

Stalaboin,

Fire Investigator,

Safety Officer,

Bruce Damon, FF
Jeff Duncan,

FF

John Foster, FF
Chris Hancock, FF

Bob

Stalaboin congratulates the

(Photo bv the Democrat)
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new

Fire Chief

Marc Brodeur.

Twin Mountain Public Library
Library Report -1999

We invite everyone to come and see and enjoy our newly renovated library.
We have painted the complete library.

(Last done 22 years ago)
a Ubrary that looks brand new. The shelves have been realigned and placed on a new floor.
electric has been updated and re-vamped. The library now has three computers. One is a new one
given by the state, has inter net access and a color printer. The second is older with educational and fim
software that our youth can enjoy also a printer. Our third is the original that is being updated and re-

The
The

result is

vamped, we now have two workstations. Volunteers have also completed a complete book count
up to date. A card index is also available. With computer index soon to be available.

The Library has new

hours.

Monday

PM, Tues

6:30 to 8:30

Please Note: 10:00

Otu-

-Story hour 11 :00am to 1200pm, Wednesday - 1:00 to 4:00

etc.

PM, and

AM to 4:00 PM on Saturday.

new Librarian is Mary-Lew

Chevalier.

Mary-Lew welcomes everyone

to

come and use your Library.

We would like to thank everyone who worked so hard and accomplished so much,
generosity and support that

Twin Mountain has a Library

We will all miss Thelma Monahan

,

Librarian,

who

that all can

passed away

completion of the newly painted and floored Library
Please support the Library and all it's programs.

etc.

be proud

last fall.

it's

through their

of.

Thelma's dream was the

she so strongly supported -

Library Trustees

Bea Piccolo

-

Sue McQueeney

-Treastu-er

Pat Strasser

-Chairman

Mary-Lew Chevalier

Secretary

Benjamin Brodeur

lets

Santa

know

of

all

the toys
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on

his

list.

-

Librarian

(Photo by Eleanor Brauns)

1999

WHITE MOUNTAIN MENTAL HEALTH
and

DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES
DIRECTOR'S REPORT
Town

of Carroll

OUR SERVICES
Mental Health:
24 hour emergency services
individual,

group and family counseling

assessment and medication management provided by
psychiatrists and registered nurses

in-home and community based services to children
foster

homes

for children with severe emotional disturbance

home-based services

to elders

consultation to area schools, hospitals and nursing

housing, vocational, case

management and

homes

financial assistance

to persons with severe mental illness
experiential, activity based

program

for adjudicated youngsters

psychological and disability determination evaluations

Common Ground — Developmental Services:
a variety of housing options in the community, including

independent homes and apartments, staffed homes, and family
living environments

a network of community connections to assist in identifying
quality jobs, including the development and support of small

businesses

owned and operated by our consumers

service coordination

individualized supports to enhance the recreational and social
lives

of persons with

disabilities

supports and services to the families of infants and young
children

who

are at risk of developmental delay

NORTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE MENTAL HEALTH
-68-

ir

DEXELOPMENTAL

SEJRMCIIS

•

Life-long support to families

developmental

who have

a

member with

disability, including respite services,

a

advocacy,

information and referral

Drus and Alcohol Treatment and Prevention:
•

drug and alcohol assessments

•

drug and alcohol counseling for individuals and family

members
•

intensive counseling and education offered in the evening as an
alternative to residential drug and alcohol rehabilitation

•

individual and group prevention services offered to three

•

counseling to persons convicted of motor vehicle offenses as a

school districts and one private school

follow-up to the Impaired Driver Intervention Program
•

drug testing

In 1999, 27 Carroll residents received 487 hours of services at a
discounted rate. In addition, individuals received assistance finding and
paying for housing, emergency assistance with heat, lights, medication or
food bills and assistance obtaining and maintaining employment. Town
support helps us to provide these services. We believe that our services
benefit those we serve, and, ultimately, the availability of our services
saves money for the town.

Thank you

Jane C.

for your continued support of the people

MacKay

Area Director

/

1

\j
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we

serve.

Hospice of the Littleton Area
1 999 Annual Report

Hospice of Littleton Area has completed

its

tenth year of providing volunteer services

of area communities. Our service area included the towns of Littleton,

to residents

Bethlehem, Carroll

(

Twin Mountain

),

Franconia, Sugar Hill, Easton, Lisbon, Lyman,

Landaff, Monroe, Bath, Woodsville/Haverhill and Lincoln. In 1999 a total of 160 patients

and families received services through our many support programs.
-Our Director and Hospice volunteers provided supportive care
and

in

nursing

homes

to

home,

at

in hospitals,

74 individuals and families coping with the advanced and

final

Bereavement Care Coordinator and Bereavement
Volunteers provided support to 21 bereavement care clients.
-Our Hospice Program also conducted four (4) support groups which were in free of charge
and open to the public. The Cancer, Breast Cancer, Bereavement and Prostate Cancer
support groups offered a supportive and caring place to share feelings and experiences
stages of illness.

In addition, our

guided by trained counselors. Forty-two (42) individuals attended these support groups

in

"1999.

-Our organization was ver\ pleased

We

this

year to again offer support to two (2) area programs.

continued to provide volunteer services

to the

Home

North Countr\

Medicare Hospice Program and we again offered supportive care
in

the

Hospice

Room

Volunteers gave over 4587.5 hours

in

the provision of services.

Training Program for individuals interested

Knowledge about hospice

We know

care.

in

(

1

8)

in

-There

is

in

increasing there

obtaining grant

money

that

to

allowed us

support area residents.

to start a five (5)

day a

service to Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center for cancer patients receiving

accommodated 20

and family members throughout the year.

NO CHARGE

Area. This service

towns

or

Fifteen (15) people completed our 1999 Spring Training

radiation treatment. That service began in January of 1999 and
patients

hour Hospice Volunteer

becoming volunteers

have over 140 trained volunteers available

-Hospice was successful

week van

and families

of Littleton Regional Hospital.

-Our Hospice conducts a yearly nine (9) week long, eighteen

Program.

Health Agency's

to patients

that

we

is

serve.

to patients or families for the services

made

of Hospice of the Littleton

possible largely through the generous support provided by the

Without the support of the

continue to provide services to the

many

Town Funding we would

patients and families

we

-Your support of Hospice of the Littleton Area is greatly appreciated
eleventh year of providing care to residents of area communities.
Respectfully submitted,

Holly Lakey, Director
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be unable to

serve.
as

we

enter our

REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
local

To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your
Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ANY outside

burning. Fire permits are required for any open burning unless the ground

is

completely covered

with snow where the burning will be done. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and
the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of

S2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
There are eleven Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of Forests
and Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. During the 1999 season Forest Rangers were busy assisting
communities with suppression of difficult and remote muUi-day fires. Forest Rangers have also

up

to

numerous complaints regarding violations of the timber harvest and forest fire laws,
and taken enforcement action to ensure compliance. If you have any questions regarding forest
fire or timber harvest laws, please call our office at 271-2217.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens throughout the
state. Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest
Rangers with forest fire suppression, prevention, and law enforcement. The 1999 fire season was
a challenging but safe year for wildland firefighters in New Hampshire. The severe drought
investigated

conditions throughout the spring and

summer months combined with

Storm, resultedin a dramatic increase in wildland
acres,

fires.

35 structures were also impacted by wildfire. Wildland

serious

concem

structures

for both

landowners and

firefighters.

residual effects of 1998 Ice

In addifion to burning in excess of 452
fires in the

Homeowners can

urban interface

is

a

help protect their

by maintaining adequate green space around them and making sure

that

houses are

properly identified with street numbers.

The

State of

New Hampshire

operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract

This early detection and reports fi-om citizens aid in the quick response firom
departments. This is a critical factor in controlling the size of wildland fires and

aircraft patrols.

local fire

keeping the loss of property and suppression costs as low as possible.
fire department before doing ANY outside burning.
REMEMBER ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!!

Please contact your local

1999 FIRE

STATISTICS

(All Fires Reported thru

TOTALS BY COUNTY

December

10,

1999)

CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED

Twin Mountain Chamber of Commerce
1999 Annual Report

Residents of the

Town

of Carroll:

for your continued support. With that support we keep the Information Booth
open to the traveling public to promote the Town of Carroll.
With your support we can sponsor the Native American Pow Wow. We hope to do it
again this year and are looking for help on our committee that puts it all together. Without
this help we will be unable to host this event. If you can spare some time on this project please
call Frank Caruso at 846-5520.
This year we have made some important changes to keep our Chamber up to date in this
ever changing world of ours.
The phone system is now automated. Travelers can call our 800 number and be connected
directly to that establishment they choose by hitting a number on the menu.

Thank you

Our web page has been completely redesigned and

all

Chamber

business can be listed on our

site.

The Twin Mountain Snowmobile Club can now be accessed from the Chamber page also.
The club has a new site you might want to check out: www. twinmtnsnowmobile.org.
The Chamber site is www.twinmountain.org.
We worked with the Selectmen and with financial help from You, we now have a great
looking welcome signs at all entrances to our town to be proud of We have had many
good comments on them already.
Our quest, yours and ours should always be to keep Twin Mountain &. Bretton Woods
clean and beautiful for us, and for our kids to live and work here into the future. It is up
to us all to protect

what we have here and never take in for granted.
the name Twin Mountain and Bretton Woods

Our Chamber members dues keep
papers and magazines across

Thanks again

for

New

England so

that tourists will

your continued support.

Lee Hallquist
President
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choose us as

in

news

their destination.
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winter has turned into a busy February snowmobile season.

getting better, condition wise, bringing

much awaited

As

business to the

town of Carroll. Yes,

I realize snowmobiling is a dreadful nuisance to some of our towns'
can remember the town of Twin Mt. was the "Snowmobile Capital of
the East" and the sport helped many of our businesses grow to be what they are today. 1 agree we

tourist

people, but as far back as

may

I

not be the snowmobile capital of the east any more, but certainly the

town has the best
White Mountains area and our trail system and grooming is among the best,
if not the most scenic. The snowmobile club is responsible for establishing and maintaining a
great trail network in our area. Policing the sport of snowmobiling is a group effort made by law
snowmobiling

in the

fellow snowmobiliers, businesses, and landowners. Education

officials,

problem

free

snowmobiling. the club offers an

is

the key to having

OHRV safety course every year, and our local

law

enforcement agencies work as hard as they can to keep snowmobiliers in check. The more
people who can work with the sport of snowmobiling the more prosperous it will become for
everyone. There are always a few bad apples in every sport.

know Twin

I

Mt.

a great family destination spot for trail riding, because of the courteous people,

our best to educate any bad apples that

may

looked upon as

is

and we need

to

do

ride in our area.

The snowmobile club's membership is up this year and financially we have a strong club,
which helps support grooming and maintenance efforts on our trails. We were able to purchase a

new machine and drag
width

trails

this year

without financial help from the state to maintain our smaller

and the Iron Horse railroad bed

trail.

Our

large groomer. purchased last year, is

can. Many thanks to all our groomer
who work day and night to keep the trails nice. Fortunately for us this year, we had no
major trail changes so we were able to improve on what we have with excavating and bridge

working beautifully keeping those

smooth as we

trails as

operators

work.
in the

We are, however,
US

major effect on our local
have our

keeping a close eye on the proposed

own web

trail

site that

system, which

we

about

is

75%

World Wide

Web

user at

being initiated

may have

in the National Forest.

a

This year

we

control and are able to change at any time, to update conditions,

events, and even photos of the area.
a

'road-less' land use,

Forest Service Lands, by President Clinton before his term ends. This

It has been working very
www.twinmtnsnowmobile.org /.

well; please check

it

out if you are

Our yearly events are going well, we had another very successful Penny Sale and bike
summer, as well as a first-rate Ham & Bean supper in the fall. Many thanks again
to all who participate and help out. The Snowmobile Dance & Snowmobile Raffle is being held
this year Saturday, Feb 12th, at the town hall, don't miss out! The remaining meeting schedule is:
March 15th at the Four Seasons at 7:30 p.m.. May 17th at Carlson's Mote! at 7:30 p.m., and our

raffle this past

family and friends cookout (open to

all) is

June 4th

at the

Ball Field. This year

we

are having a

"Pig Roast" which will be graciously cooked and donated by one of our members, be there!

The snowmobile club
lot

of hands to make

duties and

we

it

work.

is

a vital part of our town's winter tourism industry and

New blood

is

always welcome

should be very thankful for what

we
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have. Let

to help in
it

snow!

it

takes a

any aspect of the club's
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Respectfully submitted,

Ed Daniels
President Twin Mt. Snowmobile Club

CURRENT OFFICERS:
President:

Ed Daniels

Vice President: Ray Horsch
Secretary:

III

Monica Scales

Treasurer: Karen Horsch

Harold Gameau
Board of Directors: Ray Horsch II, Wayne Gameau, Lee Hallquist,
Donald Monahan, Pat Martin, Leo Scales
Groomer Operators: Gary Whitcomb, Leo (BR180) Scales, George Brodeur, DJ Gameau,
Trail Master:

Max Gameau
Safety Instmctors:

Ed

Daniels,

Ben

Jellison

Samantha Daniels enjoys

the Christmas Party with her Dad,

Ed Daniels.

Photo bx Eleanor Brauns
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EXECUTIVE COUNCILOR'S REPORT
Report to the People of District

NH

One

Community

Technical

Comm. Glenn DuBois
Raymond

on programs for college credit, scholarships,
seven-campus system tliroughout the State.
NH Dept. of Resources & Economic
Development. Comm. George Bald 271-2411
Info on all State parks, economic development.
at the

Executive Councilor

RFD^l

NH

03785
271-3632

WoodsviUe.
Tel: (603)

747-2662

forestry nursery

you as one of your
serving on the five-member

a pleasure to report to

is

elected

officials

Executive Council within the Executive Branch of
your
State Government. This five-member

NH

elected group acts
for

your

very

much

board of directors

like a

NH

large

State

Government

carrying out the law and budget as passed by the

NH

House & Senate and signed into law by the
We also act upon gubernatorial
Governor.

Government, State Supreme Court, Superior
Coun. Probate Court, District Court all are
nominated by the Governor, a posted public
hearing must be held by the Council and then a
vote to deny or confirm the nomination is held.
Persons interested in serving on a volunteer
board of commission should contact Kaihy
at the

This

a brief

is

Governor's Office, 271-2121,

list

&

quick reference of some of the

NH State

available services from
citizens

looking

financial

for

Government for
and Teclmical

and general information.

assistance

Adjutant General John Blair (Army
of NH) 271-1200

Community

Presentations

&

Cheney of

the

NH

Services

towns,

to

NH

department,
records
name
management & archives, securities regulation.

Corporate

NH

Town

Comm. Leon Kenison

NH

Airports,

bridges,

highway design, public

cansportation, raUroads. public works

-

are

all

part of this key department.

NH

Veterans Council, Director Dennis Viola

tf^e

Advocate

for veterans

and

their families.

NH

Veterans Home in Tilton - Commandant
Barry Conway 286-4412
A very suitable home for veterans with approved
care

NH

and rehabilitative servicesYouth Services Dept.. Comm. Peter Favreau

271-5942
in Manchester, Detention Center in

the

Tobey School

for Youtli.

NH State Government accessible through
NH Webster System at
is

271-1110 and tlirough the
http//^^'ww.state.nh.us.

Emergency
tours,

State

E-

271-3632.
time
at
rburton@gov.state.nh.us

or call
or

my

office

e-mail

any

to

and

&

Federal

Raymond
State

about

1-

800-622-9230

All of

Surplus 271-2602
newsletter

Transportation Dept..

271-3734

Respectfully submitted,

Director Art Haeussler of

products,

Secretary of State. William Gardner 1-800-

562-4300

Demand

presentations available.

Informadve

motor vehicle

Air Guard

911 Office 27 1-69QQ

Mapping

standards/training,

Safety

registration, boating safety. State Police

Education
Director Bruce

international

271-2791
Fire

Youth Center
Concord, and

Drug

on

and

camping reservations.
NH Department of Safety. Comm. Richard FIvnn

nomii^ations to the entire Judicial Branch of your

Goode

maps. State
commerce, and

ski operations, trails bureau, tourism

E-mail: rburtont&'gov.state.nh.us.

It

System,

Info

Burton

S.

College

1-800-247-3420

surplus

foods,

S.

Burton

House Room 207

Concord,

NH

03301

etc.
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Since becoming a regional airport in October 1998, the
Airport

(MWRA)

Mount Washington Regional

has received financial support and active participation from the

towns of Bethlehem, Dalton, Franconia, Jefferson, Lancaster, North Woodstock, Sugar
Hill, Twin Mountain (Carroll), and Whitefield. The towns' contributions of $ 12,819
enabled the airport to receive $ 233,000 from Federal Aviation Administration for the
installation

of new safety

lights

and a study

over the runway. During the past year,

Firm

to design

hangar

The

in

and oversee capital improvements, hired a part-time manager, and sold a
new terminal and visitor's center.

order to raise funds for a

airport's future

destination resorts

New

to identify trees that are penetrating the airspace

MWRA retained the Dufresne-Henry Engineering

is

based on

would

England. Larger

its

ability to

meet the market needs of the area. The regions
coming from outside of

like to offer charter flight service to visitors

retail

and manufacturing businesses need

to

be able to

fly

top

manage

ment and key personnel to their facilities in the region. Owners of several of the regions
destination resorts and representatives from Littleton Industrial Development Corp met with
the staff from offices of Senators Smith and Gregg to discuss the need for extending the run
way to accommodate larger aircraft's for corporate planes and charter flights. As a result of
these discussions, the state's division of Aeronautics has approved a revision of the airports
master plan to determine the market needs and costs of runway extension. Senator Judd Gregg
has also recommended that the FAA allocate one million dollars for capital improvements to the

coming year.
The Airport Commission is made up of eleven members who represent participating towns,
area businesses, and pilots who use the facility. The members of the Airport Commission are:
Joel Bedor (Mt Washington Hotel), Roland Bronson (Roll In Aero, Whitefield), Raymond
Chaput (Pilot, Twin Mountain), Bruce Hutchins (Pilot, Lancaster), Ken Jordan (Whitefield
Selectmen), Eric Lougee ( Bethlehem Police Chief), Don Mooney (Dalton Selectman), Jayne
O'Connor (White Mountain Attractions. North Woodstock), Susan Simpson (Flight
airport in the

Instructor,

Sugar

Hill),

Greg Wescott (Marshall Insurance, Lancaster), and

Bill

Williams

(North Country United Way, Franconia).
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